OUR FIRST BATCH OF GENDER-FREE LEARNING CENTRE WITH PARENTS

QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER 01- 2022
“A gender-equal society would be one where the word ‘gender’ does
not exist: where everyone can be themselves.” — Gloria Steinem
Children climbing the tree and jumping around, running, screeming and playing together
football, hockey and Pitto and listening to the songs and Thap-Thap sound of their feet while
dancing. Just a few weeks back, this campus was quiet and filled with insects, shrubs and spider
nets. This was a dream to see children on campus, and it came into reality in March 2022.
When we visited first-time Noontara, villagers said that there is no public school in this area
where children can go and study and that's why generations are out of school. We finally decided
and got this closed campus and started our first gender-free learning centre to develop children
holistically and prove the concept of how our children can learn in a gender-free way. Here at the
campus, we help children to come over the barrier of gender biases and feel free to explore
themselves and develop holistically by organizing different activities, games, celebrations and
events.
Dear supporters, dear friends,
Even with multiple difficulties, finally, we were able to open our first learning centre. And this was
only possible because of all your motivation, support and guidance. It was a great awaiting
moment for us to welcome 30 school not going kids from 3 different villages and evolve them
into the campus and introduce their library, labs, sports, toilets, learning rooms and office setup.
Thank you once again for your supports.
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KEY
ACTIVITIES

OPENING OF OUR 1ST
LEARNING CENTRE
Finally, we have opened our first gender-free learning
centre in Noontara village, Jamui, Bihar with 30 school
not going kids between the ages 6 to 12. On-campus, we
have two learning rooms, a lab, a library, a common
meeting

room,

a

painting

corner

and

an

entrepreneurship room. We use office as a activity room
and computer lab as well for children. Right now we
have three computers for office and children. In our
campus we don't have drinking water facility. That's why
we bring drinking water from 300 meter from campus.

IMPLEMENTATION OF GENDERFREE LEARNING CONCEPT
To implement the gender-free learning concept we have
transformed the sitting arrangement, a common toilet
for everyone, competition-free sports, non-hierarchal and
gender-free culture. We are still working on gender-free
books and language with kids. One of the parts of our
concept of gender-free clothing also takes time as our
children are very poor and they have only one set of
clothes.

NATURE WALK, BIRD WATCHING
AND SEED COLLECTION

To create awareness in children and make them
conscious

of

nature

we

collaborated

with

wild

organization, With their support we organize different
activities and one of them is a nature walk in a deep
forest, identification of trees and plants, identification of
birds and collecting seeds. In collaboration with wild we
are planning to create a nursery from local seed and plant
saplings in barren forest land, data collection and
documentation on the website about the natural
resources of this region..
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CHILDREN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
PROGRAM
Children launched their first product Palash flower drink
under the children's entrepreneurship program where
they innovate some product using local resources and
then market it to learn entrepreneurship skills, learning
mathematics by managing accounts, calculation of ROI
and

management

skills.

Entrepreneurship

will

also

enhance leadership skills in children and will break the
gender-based stereotypes of association with work.

MATHEMATICS THROUGH
VYAPAR BOARD GAME
To learn entrepreneurship we introduced the Vyapar
board game where children manage the money, make
decisions of purchasing, write and do the calculation. They
also pay the taxes, deal with legal issues and take rents of
their properties. We found this game as a great model for
kids to learn mathematics, language and develop
leadership skills. Children also enjoy this game and it has
no competition.

UNDERSTANDING ENERGY WITH
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
We have provided a physics learning kit along with a
motor, bulb, battery and some wires. Children learn by
doing an experiment and understand how energy flows
and impacts a systematically structured device. In this
experiment, all children participate equally.
We are looking for more STEM Kit and tools for kids to
provide more wide experiential learning opportunities.
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LANGUAGE LEARNING USING
TLMS AND ACTIVITIES
Most of the children at learning centre only understand
Santhali language. And learning Hindi and English
language is not easy for them. We are using basic cards,
poems, activities to practice language. We are looking
for collaboration to create more TLMs and teach
language in innovative way.

REFLECTIVE WORKSHOP ON
HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM WORKS
Shivani facilitated an ecosystem workshop where all
children were divided into different groups of parts of
our ecosystem such as lions, elephants, trees, fishes,
humans, water and other animals. If any one of them
gets damaged how does our whole ecosystem gets
damaged and it directly affects to human life. But this
can be better if we stop damaging anything and
conserve them.

ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH PAINTING, SINGING
AND DANCING ACTIVITY
When a child colour on paper their eyes starts signing and
they just laugh at themselves, compare with others but
whatever they made, that is the best painting according
to them. Similarly, children engage in singing and
dancing activities where we help them to practice and
learn. We encourage children to participate in art forms
to express themselves through art and find themselves.
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COMPUTER TO CONNECT
CHILDREN WITH WORLD
I still remember when a child said that "I am fearful to
touch a computer" and then I hold their hand and
touched the mouse pad from their finger and just
moved to break the fear of touching a computer. Their
mouth was open and they were looking so curious to
see behind the black screen of the computer. This is
how children at anantmool learn computer. From the
beginning, I gave a project work of documenting the
assets of our learning centre in excel and they did
really well.

GREEN HOLI CELEBRATION TO
MAKE CONCIOUS TOWARDS
NATURE
Imagine a child standing in front of you with an
orange colour paste made of fresh Palash flower and
wishing you a happy holi and asking for permission to
apply some colour on your face. Will you be able to say
no? I am sure no. Because this flower is very good for
your skin and body. This is how we celebrated holi
without using any chemical colour at our centre. These
flowers were taken from the forest and we had 6
varieties of colourful flowers for this celebration.

NUTRITIOUS FOOD
DISTRIBUTION
In the collaboration of wild organization, introduced
local indigenous and forgotten food Raagi, Palash
flower, Cassia Tora coffee and served them for their
nutritional growth. When children ate the tasty pakoda
made of Raagi, they wanted more. When parents saw
how ther children like it to eat, then they promised
that they will also grow it on their land and will feed to
their children. From this intervention we are expecting
to reduce malnutrition in children.
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ANANTMOOL IN MEDIA
kanthari blog by Sabriye- "Born to be wild"
Entrepreneurs Network eprenz- "Genderdysphoria is painful"
kanthari talks 2021- "Gender-free learning
centre"
Medha invited to speak- "gender-free learning
centre"

NEXT THREE MONTHS PLAN
In next three months we are going to work on three
different expansions:1. Increasing number of children from 30 to 60
2. Developing gender-free academic materials
3. Starting world's first gender-free fellowship
program with youth to transform Government
schools into gender-free learning space

DEAR FRIENDS AND SUPPORTERS,
THIS INITIATIVE WAS IMPOSSIBLE WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT. I WOULD LIKE
TO THANK YOU EVERYONE AND WISHING A GREAT TIME AHEAD WORKING TOGETHER.
-NIWAS AND SHIVANI

LOOKING FOR SUPPORT
We are looking for support in given form:1. We are looking for scholarships for 60 kids to
onboard in our learning centre
2. We are looking for top talents who really wants
to transform this world into a gender-free world
to develop gender-free academic materials
3. We are looking for knowledge and funding
partner to run gender-free fellowship

DONATE US
anantmool foundation
Bank- Punjab National Bank
Account- 6560002100005128

OR CLICK HERE
TO SUPPORT US

IFSC- PUNB0656000

WWW.ANANTMOOL.ORG CONNECT@ANANTMOOL.ORG
ADDRESS : NOONTARA, JAMUI, BIHAR, INDIA 811316
CALL US AT- +91-8789311695

